THE VIRTUE OF POLITICAL
SKEPTICISM
JMES T. %(ING
fisthesn Illinois f i i v e ~ s i t y
y thesis in this paper' is twofold: drst, that Hume advmces
moderation as the chief p o l i t i d virtue and, second, that
he strengthens this view by connecting his account of moderation
with his treatment of skeptickm. Exploring this twofold thesis
will cast Eght o n certaiii y e s t i o m that 5ave exercised Hlr?l~?e
scholars and will reveal how Wume visualizes the intellectual's
relationship to the order of practical politics.

That Hume thinks of moderation as an important virtue needs
no argument-no other quality of mind is so consistentlly praised
in his works. That he sew it as the chief political virtue is made
Ihgundmtly clear in the Essays Moral, Political and ite era^,^ and
perhaps nowhere quite so forcefully as in those passages which
reveal the author's self-understandirng. In Tolitics as a Science"
Hume characterizes himself as a "friend to moderation" and then
goes on to describe his role as that of "promoting moderation" (E,
p. 15). Me concludes his imporbnt e
s '"Whether the British
Government Inclines More to Absolute Monarchy, or to a Republic," by remarking, 'This may teach us a lesson of moderation in
all our political controvemies" (E, p. 53). The
"Of the
Protestant Succession," provides Wume an occasion for giving a
self-accounting. Apenetrating undewmdiaag of practical politics,
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linked with the virtues of balance, impartiality and moderation,
are the distineishing marks of the intellectual and convey, I
submit, a portrayal of the qualities the Humean philosopher brings
to practical political questions. ' l t belongs, therefore, to a p h i l w pher alone," he mites, "who is of neither party, to put all the
circumstances in the scale, and to assign to each of them its proper
pise and influence.. .. Hesitation, and reserve, and suspense, are,
therefore, the only sentiments he brings to this essay or trial" (E,
p. 501). In short, attention to moderation (and its opposites) is an
extremely important element in Hume's political thinking.
At the same time that moderation is a pervasive theme of
Hume's, he neither exalts it as a new absolutism nor condemns
zeal entirely. Indeed, disconcern for the political order cannot be
attributed to Hume; on the contrary, he seemed to believe the
intellectual should take apositive interest in the conditionsunder
which political liberty can thrive. Thus in Tolitics as a Science"
Hume recommends "the utmost Zeal, in every free state, [for]
those forms and institutions, by which liberty is secured, the
public mod corsu!td,
the a ~ w l c ecr a d i t i o n of particdzimen restrained and punished" (E,p. 26).
Despite Hume's eloquent encomium, we may be inclined to
t h i d there are cerhim problems in the notion of political moderation, a t least as commonly understood. First, persons who fall
into this category are often thought of as being moderate by
default, moderate for lack of passion and commitment; the more
hot-blooded among us might object to making a virtue of what
they think of as inborn pusillanimity. Seeond, political moderates
are sometimes thought of as compromisers long on accommodation and short on principles. This observation k o m e s a criticism
of moderation when it is said, as is customary among philosophers
a t least, that being a person of moral charater is identified with
being a person of principle. (Thus Kant, for e
acknowlede moderation as a n important vir
point of view as this, a politics of principle is incomparably
worthier than a politics of modercalion; and if moderation has a
place in a politics of principle, it will be only insofar as it is
r q u i r e d by a principle. Hence moderation apgears in the vvritings
of moralists typically as a sleepy minor virtue, if it appears at alL4
Further, a specifically H u m a n notion of plitical moderation
is not without its dimculties. I shall d m r i b e two of these, 'k,
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begin, it is far from clear that Hume can account for how moderation a n be the effective force in the world of modern politics that
he wishes it to be. Contemporary affairs were seriously affected,
Hume claimed, by what may be termed the politics of principle,
which he deemed a source of great upheavals and social ills.
Hume cannot settle for praising moderation where he finds ithe must give an explanation of how moderation can counter the
politics of principles once the latter has taken root. In setting the
politics of moderation over against the politics of principle, he
must explain how moderation can be brought about in the area
of convictions, beliefs, and even political theory itself. One of the
tasks to be undertaken in this paper is to investigate whether
Mume has the resources to explain how there can be such a thing
as epistemie moderation.
A second difficulty is this. Hume seems far from consistent
when he describes the philosopher as disinterested when it comes
to matters of politicd partisanship5 but, as we saw above, also
zealousPy interested when it comes to concern over the conditions
of po!itid liberty. If this he Ec:rness view, it seems scarcely
coherent, and we are tempted to think that, in the end, he moved
away from this praise s f m d e r a t i o n and endorsed zeal in pursuit
of the values he deems the right ones. Thus another challenge
awaiting u s is to explore how Hume might consistently maintain
that some forms of zeal are not inconsistent with a programmatic
moderation in life.
In what follows I shall draw on Wume's far-flung remarks on
moderation and show how this quality sari be a Humean virtue. I
shall reconstruct how the
he makes for political moderation
is strongly linked to what most agree is the most basic element of
Hume9sthinking, namely his skepticism. 1 shall argue that the
distinctive virtue of the skeptic is moderation, and that rather
than lacking causal conditions, Hume9s accounts of epistemic
moderation and of political moderation share the
structure. From these materiak I shall show how Hume has the
resources for a respome to the two difficuulti just described.

It -mat be o v e r e m p b i z d that Mume is fundamentally
opposed to the p l i t i a of principle and tliainb of it as a murce of

excesses and of great ills in political life. In ""OfParties in General"
he distinguishes three sorts of political parties, those "from interest, from principle and from affection" (E, p. 60). Parties from
affection or atbchment to particular persons or families Mume
acknowledges as political realities; parties from interest he treats
as natural developments of the variety of causes which divide men
within the social and political order; both are susceptible of being
immoderate but their immoderation does not present any particular theoretical challenge. Turning to 'Tarties from principle,
especially abstract speculative principle," Hume writes these "are
known only to modern times, and are, perhaps, the most extraordinary and unaccountable phnomenon, that has yet appeared in
human affairs." What accounts for Hume's thinking of this form
of politics as a b i z m e modern development is that he regards
abstract speculative principle as being in itself a trifle, a matter
of indifference; thus what is wondrous is how the politics of
principles can gain such power as to become the source of the most
periious p o i i t i d divisiveness. To illustrate how such principles
can generate noxious strife and faction, ruimus Wars and divisions, Hume draws an illustration from the influence of religion;
but we must remark that in the diachronically structured explanation he @ves of this phenomenon the root cause is, rather
surprisingly, not religion but pKlosophy.
Religions, that arise in ages totally ignorant and barbarous,
consist mostly of traditional tales and fictions, which may be
different in every sect, without being contrary to each other; and
even when they are contrary, every one adheres to the tradition
of his own sect, without much reasoning or disputation. But as
philosophy was widely spread over the world, a t the time when
Christianity arose, the teachers of the new sect were obliged to
form a system of speculative opinions; to divide, with some
accuracy, their articles of faith; and to explain, comment, confute, and defend with all the subtilty of argument and science.
Hence naturally arose keenness in dispute, when the Christian
religion m e to be split into new divisions and heresies: And this
keenness assisted the priests in their policy, of begetting a
mutual hatred and antipathy among their deluded followers.
Sects of philosophy, in the ancient world, were more zealous than
parties of religion; but in modern timea, parties of religion
[united with philosophy] are more furioua and e n s a g d than the
most cruel factions that ever arose from inbrest and mbition.
(E,p. 62 f.)
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Given Hume's view that the intrsduction of philosophical
principle t r m f o r m e d relidon into a qualihtively new and socially deleterious phenomenon, it is easy to see that in modernity
the coupling of philosephy with politics has generated a hybrid
which merits description as "extraordinary and unaccountable."
Hume analyzes how this happened and how it can be overcome in
what I think is the best of his essays, "Of the Original Contract."
Hume begins the essay by acknowledgng political divisions
and political parties as entirely normal developments of modern
culture. What is distinctive of the modern age, however, is that
each party, by drawing on philowphy (the same which above is
credited to the tradition deriving from Plato of insistence on
principles), annexes to its political propam "a speculative system
of principles" wihich it reass. up as a fabric so as purportedly "to
protect arnd cover Ijustify] that scheme of actions, which it pursues" (E,p. 465). In Rume7sday the chief two systems were of
course the theologically inspired Divine Right theory of the Party
of the Court a d the Lockem contractudist theory of the Party
of the People. In each of these eases the basic difference between
a politics of interest and a politics of principle seems to be just
this, that the latter is based on or m e d i a t d by a theory or
system-let us Gall it a nornative political system--which is
thought to provide the party's program with justification. When
men come to relate to their p o l i t i d program in the manner of
something required by principle, there occurs the same sort of
shift as that on which Hume had r e m a r k 4 in "Of Parties In
G e n e ~ dnmely,
~ ~ ~ between arncient non-domatic s e l i ~ o nand
modern philosophically animated religion; with a shift of this sort
the adherent of a political p r o g r m not only comes to believe that
he is in the sight (asm u r e d l y every political partisan does), but
is pemuaded his program has a rational foundation or is justified
from theoretical principle; when this happens he is obliged to
conclude that those who opt for a different course are without
justiflation. Principle thus provides something new for the intellectual who applies himself to politics, namely, the theoretically
j u t i f i d convietion of being in the right. And at the
perform a n exclusiomryr function-it deprives the other parties
of legitinnq?of the right to exist. On Hume's diagnosis the politics
of principle is politically dkruptive, isbhesently divisive in the
can be made for the need
most extreme manner. Clea~Py,a

for a form of moderation capable to reining in the politics of
principle. The problem is: once unleashed in the world, can it be
subdued? WhaL canpossibly restrain a theoretical enterprise bent
on justifying political principles?
t can unthrone normative
political theory? (Cf. %, p. 186,) We now turn to whether Hume
has the resources to explain how moderation is possible in matters of conviction.
It is interesting the form that Hume's first response to the
politics of principles takes in "Of the Original Contract." He does
not move directly to enjoin the divisive political theories as theories and to criticize them for their lack of philosophical grounds,
as we might naturally expect of a philosopher hostile to the politics
e. I venture that Hume realizes that to do this would be
in political theory of just the gost he meam to challenge
the continuing cohabitation of philosophy and
politics in which the politics of principle is conceivecl. What he does
instead is to deflate the enterprise of theory and to trivialize the
parties' systems across the board by saying their differences,
extreme though they seem to their adherents, are in reality not at
all so significant; scoring a rhetorical coup de grace, he says the
principles of the most radically opposing theories, are equallyjust.
Hume's verdict on normative political system, set off in a paragraph most of which he italicized, s e f l d s a position which transcends both the order of political interest and the order of political
theories which give intellectual articulation to those interests.
I shall venture to affirm, That both these systems ofspeculative
pn'nciples are just; though not in the sense, intended by the
parties; A n d , That both the schemes ofpractical consequences are
prdent; though not in the extremes, to which each party, in
opposition to the other, has commonly endeavored to cany them.
(E,p. 466)

To appreciate Hume's strategy, we need to get clear how a
theory's speculative p ~ n c t p l e sstand "in the sense intended by
each party" and then by contrast the sense in which Hume
suggests opposingpn'miples and Consequences are equally just or
equally prudent.
t each party intends is that having a normative political system makes a difference for the p o l i t i d partisan by authorizing his treating his plitical beliefs as being
exclusively and dsolutely true. By contrast Hume is not prepared
to admit any particular set of p o l i t i d belie& as true in that sense
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or any set of principles as furnisliaingjustification;rival principles
are leveled and, rn long as they might be reintroduced in a
moderated form, are offered as being equally j w t . Stripped of
intellectual pretensions (i.e., taken in a sense other than that
intended by the parties of principle), normative political systems
offer nothing of substance not already present in the standard
political oratory of the parties.
In the second part of the italicized text, Hume addresses the
matter ofpractical consequences to be found in the systems he
criticizes. I think we are to understand consequences quite literally as logically necessitated implications from a system's principles taken as premises. These are important to those who do
normative political theory because the practitioner of the politics
of principle takes a system to be perfectly prmriptive in the order
of conduct and to provide ajwtification for a political program in
the form of practicsbl consequences Bom those principles, As
explained above, Hume discredits the claims of such theorists to
establish principle-the buik of the essay is attack wainst the
two leading political theories in just this regard. But he here does
something else: he denies that, even were any such principles
established, there could be any l o g i d nexus from principle to
consquene- putatively mnctioned by them. Thus his point here
e as he made in the famous islought p
Deatise: there are not, and cannot be, any practical consequences
entailed by speculative principle. And this signifies that theories
fail to do the work for which they are raised up, namely, to provide
ajustification for a scheme of actions. And at the end Hume adds
that with the elimination of the conceit ofjustification (which by
its nature is exclusive), parties are deprived of one of the sources
of the extremism they display in modern times. We must also note,
finally, that Hume does not reject the opposing parties' several
schemes of action- these he says are all prudent. But the form
in which these program are acknowledged is their natural or
non-extreme presentation, not the shape they take on in normative political theory.'
For Hume the operative reality in politics is a genuine and
oridnal diversity of interests. We must be careful to note that the
target of his criticbm is normative political systems and not the
politics of intersts. Thus if in their eveyday dfssouw ordinany
men talk of rights, they do not claim to be naming philosopEcd
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realities but to be advancing a cause or attempting to influence
events. Hume attacks the pretensions of writem who would dress
up the political rhetoric of rights in the guise of philosophical
theory and claim truth or justification over and above the rhetoric
of party and practice. Thus Hume turns on its head the standard
understanding of the relation of theory and practice. While ordinary discourse is supp
by philosophers to b the application
ped loosely and uncertainly by the
of truths or principle
vulgar, Hume maintains that political theories never advance
beyond political rhetoric and determined for their content by the
political programs of the parties they are designed to serve.
Moreover, Hume reverses the standard conception of immoderation. Philosophers treat principles as lying beyond the realm of
moderation and find the source of immoderation in the mlgar's
thoughtless application of them to a practical world. But Wume
asserts that the politics of interests is naturally moderated by the
give-and-take of political practice, while the politics" of principle
is, in its hauteur and conceit, natively immoderate. '
I stated that Hume's first response to normative po!itica!
systems is to trividize them, but he does not stop there. Indeed
cely be that he thought such a response would be
effective by itself, for those committed to
theory would object in principle to the dis
bespeaking the sheerest rnisology. Thus the essay contains
Hume3sfamous critical attack on the political theories raised by
bo tb parties, though Lockean contractarianism sccupies most of
his attention---perhaps be~ausehe thought it the likelier to turn
extremist. The purpose of this attack is to loosen the grip exercised on the mind of the intellectual part
by the theory which
his extra-theoretical interesLs lead him to entertdn.
Now to this second response there is a n easy objection,
namely, that Wume is inconsistent in practice, for to critique
theory is (paraphrasing Aristotle) to engage in theory oneself.
T h u s Hume is accused of just replacing one theosy by another
a n d of thinking that the other theory is in fact a justifiable one.
T h i s line of objection can also move on to declaring that Hume
is i n fact no less partisan than the political theorists he derides,
since his critical undertaking must itself be animated by some
set of partisan interests. Forging a reply to this objection will
oblige us to explore Hume's conception of the relation of the
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reflective thinker to the world of politics.
I think the b e g n n i n e of a reply would emphsize that the
dynamics of political moderation do not require opposing one set
of interests: to another in the exclusionar~.or absolute sense
typical of normative political system-as though in rejecting the
Whiggish Locke, for instance, Hume had to be, and show himself
to be, a hated Tory. So to construe Hume9scritical progsam is a
g a v e mistake. Rather than overcoming the "system of speculative principles" by appealing to particuiar p o l i t i d interests,
Hume works from a perspective transcending particular interests
and the theories fashioned to support them. His stance is that
distinctive of the skeptical thinker. There is ans need to read into
such skepticism either attachment to a political propam or even
love of compromk for compromise sake; i m h d what is required
is that we acknowledge the Piberating force of the critique of
theories and ideas. Critique is destructive of specuPative s y s t e m
indeed, but not of the extra-theoretical interests and political
program those systems were created to support. If Humem skepticism returns us to our starting-point in political divisions, it
does so with a difference, for we should have learned the lesson
that, as opposing p o l i t i d theories cannot make out m exclusive
claim to truth, opposing political interests are not entitled to
exclusive claim to govern the civil union. The task of refashioning
our political thinking in light of this lesson is part of the patrimony Hume has left us.
There is in this a new difficulty, however, for it is problemid
how on Hume am deploy "the liberating force of the critique of
theories and ideas9,against the politics of principles without again
admitting a role for philosophical thwry of just the sort which
spawns the politics of principIe, Put otherwise, Hume both gives
and takes away when d k u s i n g philosophy and its import for
political life- He takes away-when he says philosophy introduces
domatism, immoderation in the epistemic order and a most
dangerom form of divisivenm into pollilia; but he gives when he
says that it belongs to the philosopher to rise above the fray and
discern the elements of merit in the o p m i n g claims of those
engaged in politics. The cynic will say that Hume means philosophy is dangerous j w t when others do it but is s a l u t q when he
does it, and this respolase is not utterly misplaced, for in "Of the
O r i ~ n a Contrxt"
l
Hume not only m m e d that the Divine Right
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theory a d the contractualist theory are mistdken but went on in
to present a precis of his o m account of the origin
ofjustice, government and political existence. Does this not make
Hume a practitioner of philosophical theory just as much as the
entire philosophical tradition since Plato, and does not a Humean
insistence on "the liberating force of the critique of theories and
ideas" place him squarely in the rationalist tradition, rnalgre lui?
The question we are here encountering bears on the chmacter
of Hume's philosophical career, and speeifimlly on whether his
skepticism represents a revolutionary break with the philosophical tradition since Plato. We have arrived a t the recognition that
Wume's views on political moderation require exploration of probably the most basic theme in his writings, his skepticism.

The traditional model whereby philowphers account for "the
liberating force of the critique of theories and ideas" attributes a
moderating role to reason itself which, precisely because of this
force, is construed as having a pverning or ruling function (a
model that may deservedly be termed Platonic). Here moderation
i s achieved from
but not of reason. As is well known, Hume
n fact inverts it,
rting that reason is
denies this mod
subordinate to the passions. Now the problem is that it appears
t h e only way a consistent Hume can say that moderation is
possible is by tracing it to a passion (in parallel manner as the
rationalists trace it to reason). But for e v e r a l reasons philosophers are inclined to think Hume cannot do this. First, if the only
resources available to e q l a i n how moderation comes a b u t are
reason and passion, having rejected re%son, Hume can only count
on passion; but on the t e r m of his moral psychology, it does not
seem possible that passion can determine or influence reason.
Second, if it were possible, it would be most objwtionable that
matters of truth were deemed to be determined by the passions.
Philossphers'principle of epistemlogieal autonolny requires the
order of truth be insulated from that of value. If Hume did allow
t h e passiom to determi
th (which is one possible reading of
tum that reason is and ought only
to be the slave of the passions), then Hume would be in violation
of the principle of epistemologid autonomy. And third, Hume
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himself often presents political. moderation as a matter of detachment and disinterest, that is, the e w t o p p s i b of a passion. But
if Wume will not allow that moderation be produced by reason in
a ruling role and if moderation cannot be produced by a passion,
it is not clear that on his terms there can be such a thing a s
epistemic moderation-moderation, that is, in the order of beliefs
and convictions.
I defend the view that Mume bas within his distinctive adaptation of the skepticism of Sextus Empiricus the resources for an
account of liberating moderation internal to the life of the mind
and radically different from the Platonic model. '-Ib see how this
works, let u s briefly examine first Se&usYskepticism m d then
Hume's revision of it.
Sextus makes out the ease for skepticism in the proper manner. He does not attempt to prove by reason that we should
a b a d o n reason, Rather, he describes a life embodying rational
inquiry as an dl-absorbing ideal, and asks from the broadest
perspective whether it is wsrth living. His zi-szzr is that such a
life does not attain its telos but instead annuls itself in its pursuit
of rationally grounded knowledge achieved by inquiry. That it
does so is something learned through repeated test and experiment: in terms of results h e w n ' s h i s t o r i d record, revealed in
the history of philosophisal speculat.tion,is r e ~ e t t a b l l yquite negative according to Sextus. But reason's failure is disclosed in the
present as well, for by providing strict prootk of contradictory
theses regarding any interesting claim (and this not just occasionn cancels itself. The skeptics, aware
ally but systematially), r
of this, must withdraw from the business of reason and suspend
judgment. The self-annulment of reason is limited, however, in
that while the skeptic abandons the life devoted to rational
inquisy, he is not impelled to deny the formal canons of logic; it is
just that in the course of his life logic will play no important role.
The newfound skeptic, one who had professed that the life of
rationality represents the summum bonum and the highest form
of selfhood, thus comes to see that form of selfhood as a vacuous
ideal. Of the progression from the philosophical to the skeptical
life Sextus writes as follows.
His initial purpose in philosophizing was to pronounce judgments on apparances. He wished to find out which me true axld
which false, so m to attain mental tranquility. In doing so, be
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met with contradicting alkrnativee of equal force. Since he could
not decide between them, he withheld judgment. Upon his suspension o f j u d p e n t there followd, by chance, mental trmquility in matters of opinion.8

The term mental tranguility appears twice in this p
which the seeker after knowledge originally pursued
atkinment of the intellectual telos; the mental tranquility he
actually achieves, without seeEngit, is not the satisfaction of that
same connotation but rather self-satisfaction in abandoning it.
What is of maximum interest is that Sextus describes the resulting condition as one of moderation; I propose to call this "mental
tranquility in matters of opinion" a form of doxastic mderation.
In Book I of the ?).eatise (and in the Appendix) Hume, although
not an amdemie skeptic, plays out a 'natural history of philosophic reason9quite similar to Sextus' account of the self-cancellation of the quest for rational k n ~ w l e dWe
~ .follows
~
the ancient
skeptiw in holding that the reflective thinker, upon examining
t h e contradictions of philosophical and common reason, wiii discover both that the form of selfhood determined by the quest for
rational certainty is to be abandoned but a t the same time that
season as organon is
cely to be dismissed. Thus something
like a Humean form of doxastic moderation e m e r w consisting in
abstinence from the bwiness of speculative reason and a refashioning of one's life as one in which confidence in theoretical
enterprise plays no important part. M a t is most significant
about this re-ordering of the self is that it occurspreeisely in the
epistemic order, and thus the effect of H u m a n doxastic moderation is a deflation of the enterprise of theory-construction accomplished otherwise t h n on the basis of a theory constructed by the
skeptic. Its causal conditions, moreover, depend on no particular
pabssion, but represent an illustration of wlf-correction of the
reflwtive mind by the reflective mind. Finally, since this re-ordering is a liberation and since it is something approvable on reflection, doxastie mderation appears to be a virtue, though a n
epistemic one. Here we have a uirtue from conuietion in the
epistemic order which is specific to the skeptic. I think we are
entitled to conclude that for Mume there is a form of moderation
from conviction, narnely the epistemic virtue of doxastie moderation, and that this achievement is the skeptic's virtue par meedlence. 10
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We have, however, told only part of the story. Hume is, of
course, a m o d w e skeptic. m e r e he differs from Sextus and the
ancient skeptics is in whether total s u s p e w of j u d m e n t is
possible. Admitting that what is beyond reach is the certain and
justified knowledge philosophers seek, he contends that we nevertheless have implanted in us by Nature an instinct-like determination to form belie&. Avowing that no form of seIfhood which
denies our belief-forming nature is liveable, he breaks with Sextus by recograizing that skepticism involves a more complex problematic and by attributing to doxastic moderation a more significant role than it has on Sextus5misguidedview that it lies within
our power to abstdn not only from the business of philosophy but
from having beliefs about ourselves and the world a b u t us. For
Sextus s u s p e n e of j u d o e n %is a n d%-or-nothingaffair and skepticism therefore a simpler matter; far Hume, since we cannot
cease to be belief-formers, skepticism informs how we are to
conduct ourselves as belief-f~rmesswhen we have arrived a t the
con-victiiin that in this caiiii&,ion r w f i d o n e provides n= re!i=
able influence. As is well known, Hume proposes a moderate
ethics of belief: he suggests we form our beliefs within the natural
order in a memured and moderate manner-measu~d by what
for life and moderated by the hard won lesson the
tion of the quest for metaphysid knowledge. And of
course admittingmeasured and moderated beliefs does not expose
u s afresh to the foibles of speculation and theov-construction
because the Humean skeptic, having gone through the discipline
of the first Book of the Deatise, is now cured of excessive attachment ta the business of reason.
I find it extremely intersting to note that Hume's account of
the elf-cancellation of the philosophical life reveak the
structure as does his account of the overcoming of the politics of
principle: in each
the abandonment of a vacuous and delusive
enterprise leaves intact sometKng which, taken by itself, is
the natural beliefentirely to be acknowledpd-in the first
forming self and in the second, the ordinary po%iticsof interest.
Of course the basic liberation is that which the skeptic achieves
over the self who would make the world over =cording %Q the
philosophers' n o r m . Having achieved this, the skeptic can turn
to politia and upon detwting there the work of theoretical season
in constructing speculative s y s t e m a n move to their overcoming

by deploying criticism ordered by reason as organon (logic)
n in its gstem-building and world-rem&ng role
(metaphysics). In deploying criticism, howeven; the skeptic is not
slipping back into the theory-comtructiaag enterprise; he works
not as promoter of any particular belie& but as protector of the
order of natural (pretheoretical) beliefs as such.
ining in this section is to
The challenge we have been
he liberating force of the
explAn how Hume can =count
critique of theories and ideas" without reintroducing philosophical theories of the sort he judges marques. The answer is plain in
Hume's adaptation of classical skepticism. Skepticism is a liberating force which operates by critique of theories and ideas, but
it does so differently than does the form critique w
from within a particula theov; the latter is e
fashioning theory with different objectives, the farmer is the
relinquishment of the enterprise of constructing theory as such.
Since for Hume skepticism cannot annul the belief-forming propensity of the mind, doxastic moderation requires that ordinary
beliefs be measured as part of the natural order and that the
tendencies to turn such beliefs into more than what they are be
checked by a hard won skeptical bent of mind (such tendencies
k i n g , of course, the spurs to construction of t h w r i s ) . Thus
moderation is posible without appeal to the Platonic model and
without making the epistemic order subject to any particular
passion or passions. Hume is entitled to hold that, as a virtue from
conviction, Humean doxastic moderation regarding political convictiom bespeaks the detachment and disinterest characteristic
of the skeptical tjkinker.
While this response shows how Humean skepticism, or more
specifically, Humean doxastic moderation, requirespolitical moderation as an epistemic virdm, it gives the impression that Hume's
treatment of moderation in the political order is seriously incomplete. This is because the import of doxastic moderation is against
theories, but not agaimt ordimry hliefs. Though to cancel the
politically ewerbating influence of normative systems is significant, Humean skepticism seems to leave intact the disagreements and natural party divisions typical of the politics of
interest. Since these are also inimical to the social union in
their immoderate form, the question arises, is it true that
Hume'a perspective on politics also leaves ordinary political
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disagreementg and divisions intact? CertAnly many of Mume's
references to the i m p r a n c e of plitieaal maderation bear on
ordinary politics What needs further elaboration is how, once the
problem of overcoming the politics of principle has been addressed, moderation is to be accounted for in the politics of
interests; and whether Hume believes there is a specific contribution the skeptical intellectual can make in effectuating practical political mderation.
TEES:
AN INCONSISTENW

The disinterestedness which characterizes the skeptic does
not extend of course to every matter of practice: Hume would no
more turn this quality into an absolute than any of the other
absolutes he criticizes. Respects in which Hume holds the philosopher admits interests are chiefly two, each determined by nature, though in very different ways. First, the existence of the
p w i o n c n d nf the nrigind instincts of the mind is to be traced
to nature (in much the same manner as is the existence of the
mind's propensiq to form beliefs). Second, and more to the point,
Hume admits such inkem& as me r q u i d t
achmk and correct our
ions, that is interests won in experience, such as we wm
the rules ofjustice and other areas where our practices
are governed by general rules. The former make for men's social
coexistence; the latter furnish conditions that make for social cc-exislence being informed by practices of a sort that men can approve
of. The former are furnished by nature; the latter emerge irn history
and must be cultivated. Their mitivation is mmething to which the
Humean intellectual can and should contribute.
That natural interests are fully compatible with skepticism and
d o m t i c moderation helps explain how, without hlling into inconsistency, Hume canp
itical moderation and also rewmrnend
"tmost zeal" for th
and institutions, by which liberty is
si3cud." 7% appreciate Hume's view that there is a n internal connectisn btween political moderation and the institutional securing
of liberty we must explore Hume's acwunt of how liberw came to
be secured in the one context where in his day it flourishd. This
takes us into Hurnek analysk of British history.
Still fascinating today is the quation of how the liberties of

Englishmen were e s h b l i s h d in the midst of the upheavals of the
seventeenth century. Hume of course diserdits the suggestion
that the events of that time were brought about in some way
thanks to the theories of the philosophers. But he goes so far as
to argue that the establishment of liberty
e about without its
s in the historical
having been foreseen or intended by the
scene. As proof he need but note that neither the followers of
Cromwell nor the a d v m t e s of the Crown aimed to establish the
political liberty which ensued historically from the conclusion of
the turmoil which their differences had produced. Liberty came
about, however, precisely through the interplay of those opposing
forces, in that, extremities of opposition having cancelled themselves out, men of moderation could effectuate a balanced resolution of conflict. In this process what secured the civil union was
of course not simply oppositional interplay, for this =be destructive as well as beneficial, but p r e c i ~ l ythe effective influence of
moderation-a lesson which eloquently reinforces the importance
of this politiml virtue.
For Hume liberty was secured when it was given institutional
guarantees through the establishent of the modern British
Comtitution. The Constitution assured liberty (that is, effectively
forestalled tyranny) by effectively obviating a m n o p o l y ofpower
by the interests represented in either the party of the Court or
the party of the Country; and this of course is just moderation
institutionalized. I t is not hard to see that the virtue of the
Constitution consists precisely in its consolidating and systematizing the moderation reflectd in its origin. Thus the process of
achieving balance between competing political interests was permanently incorporatd as the leading feature of the mixed constitutional form of gsvernment in Britain. In Hume9sview moderation and constitutiondism converge in value. The internal connection between moderation and the securing of liberty which we
a r e seeking is now evident. At the
e time we must bear in
mind that the modern British constitution is an artifice and a
fragile one a t that, something the mdntenance of which calls for
vigilance on the part of those sensitive to the conditions whence
it sprang, men, that is, of moderation.
m a t resulb is an historically conditioned conception of corn=on interest or public p d , a good which in explaining in the
Deatise the origin sf justice Hume i~pliiesmust be o r i ~ m l l yof
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a n order different from paerssnd or private interest, though
through civilizing influence can become for the public man a
matter of his personal interest, The public interest presupposes
the achievement of moderation, adjustment, correction, and thus
it secures the pursuit of personal interests. Of course the public
good does not oblige men to abandon, neglect or faii to take their
particular interests seriously; what it does is place the opposition
of interests within a cfg.nmicsetting, the leading feature of which
is that the political contest has conventional rules and civilized
use doing so is essential to the
men play by these rules
preservation of the prwessw whereby political life can be sustained. m a t conditiom it doubles as condition of men's civil
liberty.
Perhaps it is not surpsking that thinkers who do staaadard
normative t h e ~ r yshould construe moderation as being nothing
but an abstrmt principle in need of the sbndaardly conceived
philosophical justification. But fkom the first introduction of this
good (impiicit even in the fansous oarsmen exampie in Part X
i of
Book III of the %atise) Hume has construed it not as an abstract
ideal or object of theony, but a n actuality attained in the mutual
ave-and-t&e of social co-existence, A c c ~ r d i n g ~ity ~would be a
mistake to ask what the philosophic& principle orphilasophzeal
standard of moderation is, as if we were undertaking a Platonic
inquiry, or how Mumean moderation is rationally justified, as if
Mumean skepticism had not shown that the old way of thinking
a b u t the human world had not been oversome. Moderation is to be
undelstood nabralbticsidlly and as part of the f i b r i d ~ r d e rwe
;
to it not by t h m r e t i d reason but by imaginatively
understanding and appwiating the past; mderation
is dklosed in the c i v i l i d g i v e - a n d - ~of
e smid m-exisknee,
We are now in a position to address the question before us. The
text from 'That Politics May Be Reduced &Q a
occasions the objection now being disc
face, not moderation but utmost z e d ; on c%os
find that Hume's concern is directed precisely to the conditions
whereby the civil union is shaped and influenced by the processes
making for prop-,
enlightenment, and social libertis. "ere,
then, is a suficient inducement to m ~ n t d n with
,
the utmost
ZWE, in every free state, those f o r m and imtitutiom, by which
liberty is secured, the p ~ b l i cmod consulted, and the avarice of

ambition of particular men restrained and punished" (23, p. 26). A
little later he says that "perhaps the surest way of producing
moderation in every party is to increase our zeal for the public"
(E,p. 23). What needs clarification here isjust what exactly is the
object of the zeal Hume recommends and how it differs from the
forms of political zealotry, including that characteristic of the
politics of principle, which Hume abhors.
The difference, I submit, is that between concern for what
makes the social union possible and particular concerns which
take the existence of the social union for granted. This distinction
somewhat parallels that between the public interest and particular interests the pursuit of which is secured by the institutions
which articulate the public interest. Or this distinction parallels
t h a t between what is basic to the artifice by which justice is
originated and therewith civilized society constituted and the
partial interests which are protected by the rules of justice. That
in civilized society particular interests are moderated, that is,
some of their exercises are curtaiied by ruies and laws, is inherent
in its very constitution, and the continued existence of this sort
of society requires that actions which threaten the social union
be quashed--or as Hume puts it, "the avarice of particular men
restrained and punished." A plitical miter's mying that it is
sfjustice are to be punished is certainly
imperative that ~ o l a t i o m
nothing out of the ordinary. The zeal Hume commends to the
public man in this regard is likewise unexceptional, for such is
required by the public interest and by the standards of probity.
h d of course utmwt z e d can be rmrnmended only to those
astuated by the public interest over against the interests of
political factions, for to urge on the politiml parties utmost zeal
in the pursuit of their political interests would of course invite
discord and weaken society, if not assure its destruction. W e n
properly conditioned, this zeal, moreover, functiom as a moderating force, and in this regard is sharply distinguished from the
z e d associated with the politics of principle.
Against this it might be objeeted that Hume draws a false
contrast between a zeal for the public good and a zeal for party,
since what the parties embody is just distinct conceptions of the
public good. But this oh~eetionfails, and for two reasons. First,
even if a garQ has and works from a conception of the public p o d ,
t h i s i s a function of the interests which mimate the pmty-intes-
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ests which do not exhaust the legitimate pursuits of men within

political society. W e should bear in mind it is not e d r a - t h e o r e t i d
interests Mume condemns, but extremism in their pursuit.) Second, it is in fact not necessary, in order for men to be actuated by
a concern for the public good,that they have a conception of the
public good, whether this conception be partisan or not. (In the
famous oarsmen simile in the Treatise, for example, it is not the
case that the participants need share a conception of what is
involved in what they are doing.)
is nec
on Rume's
view, is to be involved in advanci
's poli
terests collaboratively with others, or a t least without violating the processes that make for the maintenance or even the flourishing of
social co-existence.
Further, if we turn from reflecting on the conditions for the
existence of society to considering the conditions of its flourishing
in liberty, again Hume directs us to think in terms of institutions.
On nis analysis a society becomes free as it achieves institutions
which are made to function on the basis of law, and the f'hioning
and the administration of law is made independent of the whim
of those in p o l i t i d power, and between the chief competing
political factions in society there is in place a system for moderating extremism and inducing action on behalf of the public interest,
despite disagreements in political outlooks. But the institutions
to which men's liberty is tied are fragile artifices subject to
subversion and manipulation. To protect them is to protect the
highest political good.It is most particularly toward this end that
Mume recornmen& the utmost zeal, but he recommends this zeal
not to all, but to men of mderation, that is, those who can rise
above particular i n t e r e s t s a s does the skeptical pElowpher--for only such as these undershnd how political life is to be
conducbd conformably to the requirements of liberty.
Better to appreciate Hume
p o w to the above question
and to the others we have disc
, it is helpful to bear in mind
what role he thinks the enlightened intellectual plays relative to
the order of practical politics of which he is a part. The careful
thinker will not refuse p o l i t i d involvement but neither will he
involve himself as does a partisan. Me will refrain from indulging
in the rhetoric of rights or the rhetoric of eslablished order
&muse he will mAntain a detaehed seslnce and will focm instead
on a te&ium quid, the interplay of mid forces that animates

political life. And if intervene he must, it will be by reinforcing
the quality of mderation, which may oblige him, if one or the
other of the political factions of the day has given in to excess, to
seek in a stat-manlike manner to restore balance by advancing
the reasonable
for the other side. (That in Hume's England
the popular pa
ad become extremist accounts for his intervening by advancing the cause of stability and order.)
We may wish to pause to ask what entitles the Humean
intellectual to inkrvene in the political order if he is not doing so
in the manner of the politics of interest. Involvement is all well
and good, we might say, but what permits Hume to think the
intellectual's intervention stems from anything but particular
interest rather than zeal for liberty and public interest? After all,
in being a skeptic, the intellectud works without the benefit (if
such it be) of a normative pol
ry and the convictions men
take such a theory to sancti
then guides the skeptic, if
not his private and partial interests?
3: can only surmise what Hume might say in response to this
vestion. The Hum= intellectual is guided indeed not by abstrxt
theory but by an understanding of the conditions of liberty derived
from the study of histov. We have already seen the outline of such
an u n d e ~ m d i n in
g the suanmary -lies given. of Humek explanaring of liberty through the esalishment of the
British constitution. Probingsomewhat deeper shows what it is that
guides the Humean intellectual's interventions into politics.
In arriving a t this explanation and a t any number of others in
his philosophical m d popular writings Hume deploys the same
methodologically pluralist approach he used as early as the n e a tise: he sets a problem up as a clash between two opposite principles or forces. His treatment of the political order follows the same
pattern, and in this regard it is noteworthy that Hume thinks the
existence of political factions not a regrettable breach of the social
union but the very source and guarantee of civil liberties. This
pluralism explains why zeal for liberty does not translate into
partisanship in the party which claims the cause of liberty or
rights as its own. The study of history indicated to Hume that the
effectiveness of the advoeaey of l i b r t y in actually bringing liberty
ily meets the eounte$orce
about is limited inasmuch as it nec
of the opposing faction, the party of established order and authority. Thus, when effective, the advocasy of liberty is in r a l i t y only
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a partial cause alongside the advocaq of order, since one faction
functiom to Iimit or moderah the other, Were this not so, the
of liberty would be perverted into a n absolutism and
pawn tyramy, as it did a t the hands of Cromwell, when
the tempering influence contributed by the oppositional interests
was effectively removed. By contrast, when opposing parties
represent their particular interests mderately, each functions as
a partial cause of the resulting p o l i t i d mtion. Under such circumstances as these, the advocacy of popular righb would meet
the tempering counterforce of the advocacy sf order, and the stage
would be set for the statesmanship of moderate men toward a
suitable resolution. Here we find renewed evidence that for Hume
moderation is the foremost virtue of cavil life and we discern the
deep reason for his rejxtion of normative p o l i t i d theories, By
&firming a single s k n d a d m d judging what does not conform to
this stmdard as vdalueless, these theories tend inherently toward
a single-minded extremism denying the viability of the opposition
and thus violating the duaiism which for Hume accounts for the
liberties Englishmen actually enjoy And, as we have seen, only a
moderation strongly connected to skepticism, itself reinforced by
an understanding of how civil liberty has actually come to be
atablished--connected, that is, with the distinctive convictions
n prevail against the influence of normative
political theory
I submit that what for Hume guides the skeptic's political
interventiom is a n understanding of political life informed by the
Mume's method of ewlglaining social phenomena as the result of
which Hume so frequently
the interplay ofoppsingparti
deploys in his writings. This 1
to be neither fashioner of
normative theory nor practitioner of practical politics, but an
unimpwioned observer (contrast Nietzsche) who rising above
faction comprehends the conditiom under wKch it can contribute
to the public interest and perhaps even the cause of liberty. m a t
shapes his political vision is study of the historical processes
whereby the political order unfolds, rather than an.extra-theoretical attac%lment to one or the other of the motivating causes
operative in that unfolding. Thus Hume's secasiond comments
preference, as h ~ liberal
s
critics
on politics refleet not part
claim, but the moderating force oP p l i t i d skepticism; it is hemuse he appreciates the bipolm stmcture of political dynzussics
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that be resists extremism of wlhatever stripe. To think that Mume
is inconsistent in coumeling the zedsus safeparding of the
processes wherein political o p p i t i o n s are moderated while he
praises political moderation is to overlook the difference between
thinking in terms of social systemic interests and thinking in
ently, that Hume's
terms of party interests. We find, co
outlook on politics was, first, not ideologically inspired, second,
strictly required by the findin@ of his analysis of political history,
and third, entirely within the spirit of his skepticism. Thus I find
Rume is not inconsistent in praising both zeal regasding the
conditions of liberty and moderation r e w d i n g the pursuit of
limited interests.
1. This paper is a development of a paper presented at the Central Division
meeting of the American Philosophical M a t i o n in the Spring, 1989. I
arn grateful to the persons present a t that session for their comments.
2. Citations of H u e ' s works will be given parenthetically in the text, after
q m b o h T and E for the i"rea2ise and Essays, respectiveiy. I have used
t h e Selby-Biggemidditch edition of A h t i s e of Human Nature (Oxford:
Ciarendon, 198'7) and the MIVier edition of Essays Moral, Political and
Literary (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 1985).
3. There is not a single reference to moderation in the extensive index of
t h e Ellington d i ~ o ofn Kantqsfitaphysicxll B~aeipIesofVz&ue (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merill, 19641, pp. 167 ff. h t 9 sattack on a somewhat related
topic, the Aristotelian doctrine that virtue lies in a mean, may be found a t
pp. 63 f. and 94 f. of that work.
4.7% the objection that a person mild by natural endowment should not be
counted as virtuow there are two lines of response Nume might pursue.
First, aretaic ethics does not prize struggle and effort as such, and admits
no reason why, if someone's being politically moderate is of positive value,
we should discount that person's coming by tkhis quality in so felicitous a
endowment. Second, Hume adopts a generous attitude
toward virtues from endowment generally. The scope of morality is broader
for him than it is for us; his catalog of the virtues includes qualities such
as cheerfulness, industriousness, wit and gwd memory, even if these be
in a person and not the object of deliberate striving. He concedes that
%he appmbation, which attends natural abilities, may be somewhat different
to the feeling &om that, which arises &om other
denies that this renders Yhem entirely ofa diffe
5 . In "Of the Coalition of Parties" Hume writes, %ere is not a more
ethod of pmmot
anend,Wbp
triumph of the
over the other,
opinions, to find the p m p r m d u r n in all dispub, to persuade each that its
may possibly be sometimes in the right, and to keep a \balm= in
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the praise and blame, which we &tow on either side." (E,p. 4 9 9
6. And 3 there be a n w n g of thmretical merit in a normative political
theory, it will be f r a p e n w - a s is the interest which inspires it. Obviously to compose thege fragments into a suitable picture of political life
requires the ability ta rise abave faction and to appreciate how the civil
union is sustained despite the factions into which society is divided.
'7. For Hume politics of interests is practiced in a civil world and exposed
to the virtues of the common life; its practitioners are as oarsmen in the
same craft. Theorgr is spun in a largely private world apart from civility
and common life. It L distinctive of the justification which theorists seek
that it transcends mere civility and lies outside common life, though it
pretends to ordain and regulate life. I believe the thinking underlying
Hume's critique of the politics of principle is much the same as we find
rehearsed in the Conclusion of Book I of the 'Ahat&.
8. SkeQticisnt, God and Man, P. Hallie, ed. (Middleton, Mass.: Wesleyan
University Press, 1964), p. 4%.
9, I t is of murse impossible in a paraphrase to convey the impact that
working one's way with Hume through a series of philosophical quandaries
has on the reader of the 2Featise9especially because the force of the ease
Hume makes for skepticism is not a matter of argument but of trial.
16. In &is connection a remarkable parallel is to be noted between the
mnderziting se!%-correction of the reflective mind and the moderating
self-correction of the acaGsitive ~ a s s i o
etween what I term dcuastic
moderation and dikas& modektion, that is, the proby which, as
Hume explains in Part 11 of Book 111, the order of justice, which is
foundational for morality, comes about. An interesting question is how, if
a t all, these two forms of moderation are interrelated. Let it here s f i c e to
say that Hume's treatment of the origin of justice is consistent with his
skepticism in that it is a dmastically minimalist account.
Note: While editingthis issue ofReason Papers Stuart Warner had occasion
to remark to me that in dming to correct misconceptions about the
character of Hume's political thought I may have given the impression that
Hume e m b r a d a fully non-normative approach to morality and politics.
Such was not my intention, however, and is not in fact a correct statement
of Hume9s position (who, after all, emphasizes rules for the correction of
thejudgment in matters either causalor moral) nor is it a plausible position
in itself. I would defend the internretation that there is room for normative
considerations in Hume's thought but that these are only minimally or
weakly nonnative, in that they are entirely derivative &om practices in
which educated persons find themselves engaged. Properly to spell out
such an intelpretation would require a separate study, and one of not
incomiderable length. I am grateful to Professor Warner for providing me
the opportuKity to add this clarigng note.
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